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NSU's College of Osteopathic Medicine is using a
human-like robot to help students
learn how to treat patients before
they actually treat people.
The robot - named I-Stan

- looks, feels and reacts to
medicine like a real human, all
thanks to high-te9h sensors inside
its body.
I-Stan cost $65,000 and is
being used by first and second
year medical students, so they
may practice before treating people during their residency _dur-

ing their third and fourth years.
I-Stan can duplicate all
types of health issues and states.
This feature allows students to
"diagnose" and "treat" diseases
according to the robot's symptoms and response to treatments.
"It allows students to learn
through errors without the down-
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NSU Graduate Becotnes
Head of Departtnent ·at
Egerton University in I(enya

2

Joshia Osamba, PhD., a
doctoral graduate of the Department of Conflict Analysis
and Resolution in the Graduate
School of Humanities and Social
Sciences, has been named the
chair of the Department of History, Philosophy, and Religious
Studies at Egerton University
in Kenya.
"It is my responsibility to
ensure that all departmental activities, teaching, research, etc.,
run smoothly. I have to ensure
that the staff conducts their
duties appropriately. In addition,
I have to deal with all academic
issues concerning students in
the department. As chairman, I
also have to work with the staff
members to develop new courses
and programs, as well as engaging
mentoring programs for the
students," explained Osamba.
Osamba has been able to
accomplish many achievements

"It was a great honor to have my
work published in these journals.
In fact, in the world of academia,
people respect you when they read
about what you have published.
These are peer-reviewed journals
and whatever is published in them
is regarded as having met the
thr~shold of academic rigor."
- loshia Osamba, Ph.D.
,

I

throughout his life and is not
afraid to give NSU some of that
credit. Osamba was a Fulbright
Scholar at DCAR and was also a
graduate assistant for the depart-

ment. Furthermore, he was one
of the founding students of the
African Working Group in
DCAR. In 2003, Osamba receiv@~ . \he Stuey Award as the
SEE NSU GRAD 2
..... ,"-

. ..

Terrell Manyak, Ph.n, ~eft) and Balhaudin
Mujtaba, nB.A., (right) professors in the
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business
and Entrepreneurship, pose with their
award for Best Paper.

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

Bahaudin Mujtaba, Ph.D.,
department chair and an associate
professor of management, human
resources management, and international management, and Terell
Manyak, Ph.D., professor of
public administration in the H.
Wayne Huizenga School of
Business and Entrepreneurship,
won the prize of "Best Paper"
awarded by the human resources division at the Institute
of Behavioral and Applied
Sciences for their article "Task
and Relationship Orientation of
Ugandans and Americans." The
two professors were surprised and
honored to receive the award.
"It is nice that our human
resources colleagues have read
the article and voted for this
research as useful," said Mujtaba.
"It is nice to see that what you are
doing is worthwhile."
"I was totally surprised,"
said Manyak. "I got there Thursday night to register, opened
the program and saw it on the
first page."
Mujtaba has been working
on research that compares the
task orientation of the U.S. to
other countries for 10 years. He
has published multiple papers
on this topic regarding countries
such as Thailand, Afghanistan,
the Philippines and Lebanon.
However, he and Manyak have
been working on the Uganda
paper for the past two years.
"Ugandan respondents from
the high-context culture of
Uganda are more relationshiporiented than Americans. However, their task orientation score
'. SEF; PROFESSORS 2
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sides of hurting or harming
the patient," said Marti Echols,
Ph.D., M. Ed., assistant professor
of internal medicine and assistant
dean of medical education.
The robot also allows teachers to intervene and stop the
student when a teaching opportunity comes up, something that
would not be as comfortable with
a real patient in the room.
I-Stan can blink its eyes,
breathe, talk and simulate symptoms a real patient may experience. It can also show side
effects to medicine, according to

the dose and prescription being
administered.
Other features include working pupils, automatic control of
urine and thumbs that twitch in
response to peripheral nerves. 1Stan also has teeth and a tongue,
but it is not used by the dental
students. This feature allows
medical students to practice
intubation and other procedures
around a moving tongue.
"I think this is an exciting
time for medicine. Younger doctors will feel much more confident," said Echols. "And you

know how they say that doctors are sometimes cold or unapproachable. I think this new
generation will not be like that
because they will have had this
experience."
I-Stan runs on Mac operating
systems, and it was manufactured by a company based in
Sarasota, Fla.
For more information regarding this technology, log on
to www.meti.com/products-.ps_
metiman.htm.

is also moderately high range," Christian University while on
reads their article.
sabbatical, and this was a research
The study also concluded interest we shared together," said
that American respondents were Manyak. "I collected the data, and
very relationship-oriented and . [Mujtaba] sent me the first draft.
not completely task oriented, as It was collaboration; nobody did
Americans are often portrayed.
more or less."
"If you have [people] from
"To do research, I traveled
other countries coming to [the to every single comer of the
U.S.] looking to hire, they can see country," Manyak said. "At
how Americans compare to their one point; I had to dodge the
culture," said Mujtaba. "Or they resistance army."
can look at Afghans' scores and
Even though he had to
find out a little bit about how they dodge a rebel army, Manyak
behave and make decisions."
speaks of his experience with
Due to little funding, nostalgia and fond memories of
Mujtaba works with colleagues the people of Uganda, who workfrom the countries he studies or ed hard to better themselves.
colleagues who are already in a
"There were Ugandans workparticular country. During his ing on this project before we got
sabbatical in 2008, Manyak was there, and before they would turn
teaching in Uganda Christian this project over to the villagers,
University and helping fellow they had to show they would
professors with their research. maintain the facilities. They
That is when Mujtaba and took this responsibility very
Manyak began to perform the seriously," Manyak explained.
"They were doing everything
research together.
"I was teaching in Uganda they could to help themselves. I

do not think that is appreciated in
this country."
Mujtaba is still working
on this research and is collecting
data from other countries such
as the Bahamas, Jamaica, Cuba
and India. The survey used
is available through NSU's
Web site.
"The survey takes about
five minutes to complete, and
once you submit the completed
survey, it will give you your
specific results along with what
they mean for stress, task and
relationship orientation, which
you can compare to see whether
you are moderately, highly or
severely stressed at this time,"
said Mujtaba.
To take the survey, log on to
www.huizenga.nova.edulsurvey/
TROSI. To view a video of
Manyak's experience in Uganda,
log on to www.huizenga.nova.
edulfaculty.cfrnlmanyak.
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requires a lot of determination on
the part of the writer, especially
because of the many revisions one
has to do. However, it's worth it.
In fact, in the world of academia
there is a saying 'publish or
perish.' So if a scholar wants to
be marketable then indeed he/she
has to publish. These are peerreviewed journals and whatever
is published in them is regarded
as having met the threshold of
academic rigor.
Osamba attributes much
of his success to his experiences
at NSU. "I believe that NSU
greatly helped me to achieve my
objectives. Conflict analysis and
resolution is a new field, and I
am one of the few Kenyans with
a Ph.D. in this field. As such, my
counsel and advice is often sought
at various levels. Conflicts and
violence have become endemic
in Africa, and I believe that the
knowledge I acquired at NSU
will help me serve my country

better," said Osamba
Although Osamba believes
NSU has helped him in his
academic journey, it could not
have been achieved without
his own motivation and concentration. "Students have to
work hard and stay focused in
whatever they do if they want to
be successful in life. They should
be disciplined and committed in
all their undertakings. I believe
that with good planning and
dedication, an individual can
achieve his or her potential."
Osamba is very adamant
about encouraging students to
keep working hard as he did states
that, "Despite many ch!illenges,
students should never give up
on life. NSU has good learning
facilities and dedicated faculty
who are always willing to assist
students achieve their objectives.
Students [should] use these
facilities and staff effectively for
their success."
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NSU Alumni ofthe Year. Osamba
has also been involved in training
Kenyan military in topics such
as peace, conflict resolution and
security studies.
Osamba has been published
injournals such as the the African
Journal in Conflict Resolution;
Africa Development, National-ism and Ethnic Conflict; The
Journal of InterGroup Relations;
and ILSA: Journal of International and Comparative Law.
"It was a great honor to
have my work published in these
journals. In fact, in the world of
academia, people respect you
when they read about what you
have published. These are peerreviewed journals and whatever
is published in them is regarded
as having met the threshold of
academic rigor," stated Osamba
and added that "in the World of
academia people respect you
when they read about what
you have published. To publish

Lauren Aurigemma
aurigemm@nova.edu

The Current serves Nova Southeastern University from its location
in Room 105 of the Athletics and Student Activities (ASA)
Building. The Current is NSU's established vehicle for student
reporting, opinion and the arts. All community members are invited
to contribute anything they desire to The Current.
Editorials, commentaries and advertisements in this publication
reflect the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the University or its officials, The Current staff or other
advertisers. The Current will not publish unsigned letters except
under special circumstances at the discretion of the Editor-inChief. The Current reserves the right to edit .
Contributing writers must not be directly involved with their
coverage. Coverage by contributing writers must be meaningful
and of interest to the NSU community. The Current reserves the
right to edit, publish or deny submitted works as it sees fit. The
Current shall remain free of associations and activities that may
compromise integrity or damage credibility or otherwise create a
bias, ~eal or perceived,
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"Dream. Big" or Go Home
Larry A. Calderon, Ed. D.,
vice president for community
and governmental affairs, was
recently named as recipient of the
"Dream Big" Award presented
. by the South Florida region of
Comcast Corporation. This award
was presented during Hispanic
Heritage Month to exceptional
leaders, whose pivotal roles and
tireless efforts in the Hispanic
community enhances the lives of
those around them.
"I was honored to learn
that Comcast included me in the
debut of this award for Hispanic
leaders," said Calderon. "This
award represents the recognition
of the increasing presence and
importance of Hispanics to the
future of South Florida and,
indeed, the entire state."
Calderon joined the NSU
community in 2006. Prior to
that, he was the fifth - and first
Hispanic - president of Broward
College. His current position has
made him NSU's first Hispanic
senior administrator.
Calderon has since brought
in millions of dollars in federal

grants, which are used to provide
college scholarships to deserving
students as well as for creating
new educational programs. He
was also instrumental in NSU
being named as a U.S. Department
of Education Hispanic-Serving
Institution, which aided · the
university in receiving Title V
grants in excess of eight million
dollars. The university has used
these grants to expand their
capacity to serve undergraduate Hispanic and non-Hispanic
students.
This most recent · award
will provide for the development
of a specialization in strategic
transformational leadership. "My
goal is to bring together a group
of senior executives from across
our country to help design a
relevant and responsive course
of, curriculum for aspiring
new educational leaders," said
Calderon.
He explains that his deep
passion for education stems from
the significant role it has played
in his life.
"My parents and their
parents before them were recent
immigrants to the U.S. While
hard work was a common value

@ACURA

(g)HONDA

ASHLEY ALLRED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

for most immigrants, so was the
aspiration for a better education.
Education then, as today, was
equated to better opportunities
and more gainful employment.
The limits of the environment I
grew up in did not provide the
exposure needed to challenge
one's potential. Once I developed
a taste for new knowledge, I
pursued the opportunities which
presented themselves. My goal
since I started down this path was
to enhance these opportunities in
whatever community I was a part
of," said Calderon.
Although some may think
that success stems directly from
hard work and perseverance,
Calderon accredits some of his
success to luck. "Luck is often
described as the convergence of
preparation and opportunity. To
that extent, I have been lucky in
many ways. My future will be
guided by whatever opportunity I
can successfully contribute, given
the personal and professional
values that have guided me
thus far."

Courtesy of L. Calderon

Larry A. Calderon, Ed.D., received the Dream Big Award from Comcast Cable for his
pivotal role in the Hispanic community.
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."Real Talk"
on Relationships

NSUKeeps
OnGrowing

CHELSEA SEIGNIOUS
VISUAL DESIGN ASSISTANTI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Relationship problems beware: Premiering next semester will be the Sharks United
Television (SUTV) series, "Real
Talk with Dr. Debra Nixon."
Nixon teaches at NSU's Graduate
School of Humanities and Social
Sciences as an assistant professor
of marriage and family therapy.
addition, she is an author and
motivational speaker. As a realitybased talk show, "Real Talk"
will address relational issues
from NSU students interested in
sorting through them. Although
the television station has been
adjusting and adapting to the
challenges they have faced, the
show is set to premiere next
semester.
The station originally expected to have audiences of
20 to 30 people for each show
but their expectations were not
met. "People want to hear about
this," claimed Mike McGregor,
senior communication studies
major and station manager for
SUTV. "But no one wants to talk
about it."
When SUTV discovered
their original plan for a large
audience was not possible, they
focused their project on a more
intimate setting. The show now
features Nixon and one guest,

In

Courtesy of www. nova.edu

A model of what the new West Palm Beach Student Educational Center will look like.

,
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

NSU's educational center
in West Palm Beach is expanding
and moving. The new four-floor
facility will be 75,000 square feet
and will feature 26 classrooms,
including four labs. It will also
include a student lounge, a
fitness area, a pharmacy, a library
and offices.
Construction for the Pointe
Building is scheduled to begin in
January 2010 and is expected to
be completed by January 2011.
Classes are. expected to begin
there in the summer of that same
year. The new location will be in
intersection of 1-95 and Military

Trail in Palm Beach Gardens.
The center now serves more
than 1,400 students in areas such
as pharmacy, business, education,
mental health counseling and
school psychology. They offer
bachelor's, master's, specialist
and doctoral degrees in those
areas.
NSU has had a location in
West Palm Beach for 35 of its
45 years. The current facility
is 60,000 square feet and it is
located at 3790 RCA Blvd., in
Palm Beach Gardens. For more
information about the West
Palm Beach Student Educational
Center location, log on to www.
nova.edulsec/wpb.

R ENT YOUR TEXTBOOKS!

In a bind? New and
used textbooks at
unbeatable prices!
Mention this ad
and get$s.oo off
your purchase!

"I have rea lized that we
have a ll these great ideas,
but we nee d to get our
heads out of t he clouds and
thin k on a smaller scale in
the begi nning ."
- Mike McGregor
with occasional audience members who are always welcome to
the tapings.
McGregor said, "I have
realized that we have all these
great ideas, but we need to get
our heads out of the clouds
and think on a smaller scale in
the beginning." He attributed
the small audience to the early
morning taping time and also the
newness of the television station.
McGregor claims that SUTV is
"virtually unknown," even by
organizations here on campus.
His hope is that the show rises
in popularity, and the station's
initial vision for a large audience

taping comes to fruition.
"We have to go back to
point 'A,' so that we can go to
point 'B' and then make it to
point 'C,' where we originally
tried to start," he added.
The taping is on Tuesdays
at 8:30 a.m. on the third level of
the Don Taft University Center.
For more information on
Sharks United Television, call
(954) 262-2602 or check out
their Web site at www.nova.
edulsharksunitedtv. Further questions can be directed to
sharktv@nova.edu.

Student Medical Center

CampusBookExchange.com

----
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NSU Ethics Bowl

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

On Fri., Oct. 30, Lambda
Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, Inc.
hosted the "Third Annual Brown
and White Jump Off: Step
Stroll and Salute Competition."
The event, which took place at
the Rose and Alfred Miniaci
Performing Arts Center, brought
fraternities and sororities together
to show and represent their colors
for a chance to win $750 for the
best performance.
F or the third year in a row,
"The Brown and White Jump
Off' has proven to be one of the
most popular events on campus
as hundreds came out to show
their support and to witness the
impressive choreography put on
display by each organization.
A total of nine organizations
participated in the event and, as
Erik Pluemer, senior at Florida
Atlantic University, representing
Alpha Nu Omega Fraternity, Inc.,
winners of the last two jump-offs,
said,"Everybody is bringing it!"
He added, "The event is great,
there is strong competition and
everyone had great themes."
The competition was intense
as organizations upped their game
in hopes of being the best and
taking first place. The crowd was
feeling it, and they always made

Courtesy of K. Saberre

The members of Alpha Phi Alpha celebrate their win at this years' Brown and White
Jump Off.

their approval known by way of
shouts, hand-claps and whistles.
The host of the evening,
Cecil Avant, senior sports management major, kept things entertaining, even during moments
when he was asked by organizers
to stall for time. The charismatic
Avant was never at a loss for
words. He hyped the crowd up and
even had great comedic moments
that included an impromptu dance
competition.
Also to be noted was the
DJ for the night, Power 96's own
DJ "Chopz." DJ Chopz set the
mood for the night, playing great
music the whole time in betWeen
performances.
In the end, there could only
be one winner, or two in this case:
one male group and one female
group. The winners were Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority and Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity.
- A member of Lambda Theta

Phi and one of the organizers of
the event, Andres Ortiz, junior
business administration major,
said, "Teams really stepped it
up, as the level of competition
increased greatly. Teams came
well prepared, and even though
the location changed this year
to Miniaci instead of Don Taft
University Center Arena and
we had a smaller crowd than
usual, the smaller venue and
intimate setting created a great
atmosphere. We are very happy
with the event, and we can't wait
to do it again next year."
This year, Lambda Theta
Phi has decided to donate all
of their proceeds from this
event to the American Heart
Association, making the Brown
and White Jump Off not just a
fun and friendly competition
but also a way to help promote a
good cause.

The winners from left to right: Fred Roger, Junior Jonathas, Nicole Velez, Cory Cohen
and Arman Taheri

SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Oct. 8, NSU held its
annual Ethics Bowl in the Carl
DeSantis Building with five
undergraduate teams and one
graduate team competing. The
Ethics Bowl used national cases
which students studied and
debated for or against. The teams
were scored on how thorough
they knew the cases and effectively presented their arguments.
The bowl consisted of three
rounds with the "Do the Right
Thingers" coming out in first
place, the Smart Sharks in second
place, and the Nova Southeastern
University International Students
Association in third place. The
winners were awarded a gold
medal and will compete in the
Southeast Regional Ethics Bowl
in St. Petersburg, FL on Nov. 14.
If they are successful they will
move on to Nationals.

"I think [the 'Do the Right
Thingers' have a good chance.
They're strong, intelligent - I
can't wait to see how they'll
perform." said Kevin Saberre,
graduate assistant for spiritual
life. "I think the ethics bowl is
a great advantage to student life
here at NSU because it challenges
students to ask tough questions
about life that deal with their
conscience and views on things
and that helps them to develop
better as individuals."
Junior Jonathas, junior in
management and the captain
of the "Do the Right Thingers"
commented on his win, "No, we
didn't think we would win. It was
just for fun at first. We were taking
an ethics class and followed a
simple strategy - what may be
legal, may not be ethical and so
we chose what would be the best
option for society as a whole."

Events Calendar
Nov. 10 - 16
Tuesday, Nov. 10

Lucky 13: Career Exploration:
First Things First Know Thyself!
12 p.m-12.·50 p.m

This workshop will help you
understand yourself better by
discovering your interests, skills,
work values, and personality.
You will also be provided with
a checklist to help you get
started at NSU with making
choices towards deciding a career goal. For more information, please contact Katie Gittleman at (954) 262-8558 or at
katielg@nova.edu.

Associate Professor to
Examine 'Evil Regime' of
North Korea

6.'30 p.m-7:30 p.m

There will be an author discussion and book signing, open to the .
public. These programs are FREE
to Circle of Friends members,
but cost $50 for non-members
(which includes a one-year Circle of Friends membership.)
All programs will be held at the
Alvin Sherman Library. For more
information, or to join the Circle
of Friends, please call (954) 262~
4627, .email jmcbean@nova.edu.

11 a.m-2:30 p.m

12p.m-lp.m

Tim Dixon, J.D., associate professor in the Farquhar College
of Arts and Sciences Division of
Humanities, will close the fall
2009 Faculty Lecture Series with
a presentation titled "The Evil
Regime? North Korea Unveiled."
This event will take place in the
Parker Building, room 240. For
more information, please contact Jim Doan at (954) 262-8207
or visit www.fcas.nova.edu/
articleslfls.

Wednesday, Nov. 11

Mystery Writer Jilliane
Hoffman Visits NSU Library as
Part of 2009 Author Series

SEA Thursday:
Picture Yourself

Workshop Wednesday "Plan Ahead: Looking into
Graduate School"
12p.m-lp.m

This event will take place in the
office of Career Development
4th floor of the Alvin Sherman
Library. For more information,
please contact Dafren Cadet at
dafren@nova.edu.

NSU CommunityFest Informational Meeting
12p.m-lp.m

Come to SEA Thursday and
have your picture put on a
dry erase board! This event
will take place in the Don Taft
University Center, first-floor
atrium. For more information,
please contact Alicia Bates at
sea-board@nova.edu.

All meetings will take place in
the Spiritual Life Lounge located
in the Rosenthal Student Center. Kick-Off Party for NSU's
For more information, please_-.. first annual American Cancer
contact Michelle Manley at Society Relay for Life
mmichell@nova.edu.
7 p.m
Thursday, Nov. 12

Distinguished Speakers Series
featuring David Magnus, Ph.D.
7:00 p.m-8:30 p.m

A kick-off party for anyone
interested in forming a team for
April's relay welcomes you to
participate. If you are interested
in forming a team or interested
in joining a team, please plan to
attend the kick-off party in the
Don Taft University Center Flight
Deck. To RSVP for the event,
contact Shanell Rogers at (954)
564-0880 ext. 7535 or shanell.
rogers@cancer.org. NSU's Relay
webpage can be found at www.
relayforlife.org/novafl.

Monday, Nov. 16

International Students' Week
- HIB Visa Workshop
3p.m-5p.m

This is a workshop about HIB
Visas, for all international students and is part of the weeklong celebration of International
Students Week. This event will
take place in the Rosenthal
Student Center, Room 200. For
more information, please contact
Ronald Allan Mabunga at
mabunga@nova.edu.
NSU CommunityFest Informational Meeting
5p.m-6p.m

All meetings will take place in
the Spiritual Life Lounge located
in the Rosenthal Student Center.
For more information, please
contact Michelle Manley at
mmichell@nova.edu.

The Division of Math, Science
and Technology will welcome
David Magnus, · Ph.D., to NSU
Dessert & Dialogue: Rediscovering
for the discussion, "The Good,
Our International Identites: Going
the Bad, and the Ugly in ContemBack To Our Roots
porary Biomedical Technology."
5p.m-7p.m
This event will take place in the
Miniaci Performing Arts Center.
This event will take place in the
For more information, please
Don Taft University Center. For
contac.t .the Office of the Dean at
more information, please contact
. . - . - .. - .. - ... . . ...... _ ....• -- ... - . - . . . -daec6rd6@riova.edu - .. . - .. .
.(954) :262-8236.
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NSU Can Help You
Get a Job
AMANDA CAZACU
CURRENT AFFAIRS EDITOR

Times are hard, and jobs are
getting harder to find. Students,
especially, seem to be panicking
as their graduation date gets ·
closer and reality starts setting
in. At the "Workshop Wednesday
- Starting Your Job Search"
event presented by the Office of
Career Development on Nov. 4,
attendees were more than eager
to learn ways they can find the
jobs they want.
Jasmine Flores, graduate
assistant for career advising and
leader of the workshop, hoped to
"show students what resources
are available to them and how to
narrow their job search."
The workshop kicked off
with simple yet profound questions that each student should
ask themselves: "Who am I?"
and, most importantly, "What
is going to get you out of bed
in the morning?" If students
are not quite sure where to
start, NSU's Office of Career
Development offers a variety
of self-assessments available to
students, such as the MeyersBriggs Type Inventory, the newly
revised strong interest inventory,
skills scan and strengths finder.
Once students have discovered
their ideal jobs, http://online.
onecenter.org can make them
aware of the skills and education
needed for those jobs, as well as
their salary and demands.
Due to the economy being
down, a popular approach recently has been the "informational
interview" based on the book
"What Color is Your Parachute?"
Informational interviews encourage determined employees to
shadow someone who works in
their desired field. "It's really a

www.nsucurrent.com

American Idol:
Why the Most Popular
Do·Not Always Win

Come to:

WcrksQcp \Vedllesdays
Courtesy of the Office o"f Career Development

great way to discover what that
job entails on a daily basis without
actually having to quit your job if
you don't like it," stated Flores.
Informational interviews are
also a great way to network.
According to a recent survey
by the U.S. Department of
Labor, networking accounts
for at least 69 percent of all
annual hires. "Networking is
making meaningful connections
that are mutually beneficial,"
according to Flores. Conferences,
community service projects,
alumni associations, soci.al clubs
or religious groups, and even a
fellow passenger on an airplane,
can be great opportunities to
network.
Flores also emphasized the
importance of having confidence.
"Competition is out there but
don't let that make you lose
sight of the goal," she reminded
attendees at the event.
She also reminded students
not to be discouraged if they are
not getting any replies. Sites like
Monster.com and CareerBuilder.

com are sometimes outdated,
unreliable resources.
Unfortunately, many students are unprepared for the
"real world," regardless of their
degrees, and are unaware of
the many resources NSU has to
offer, at no extra charge, but this
semester NSU is making a great
effort to encourage students to
get their foot in the door through
these workshops.
Students like Elsie Vargas,
criminal justice graduate student, found that "they are
very informative, helpful, and
encouraging," and appreciates
"the effort they are making in
trying to educate and prepare
students for the 'real world'."
F or more help finding a job,
creating a resume or for more
information on the Meyers-Briggs
Type Inventory, visit the Office
of Career Development on the
fourth floor Qf the Alvin Sherman
Library or visit their Web site at
www.nova.edulcareer/.
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Let us know!
Inform The Current of what is going on around your campus by calling
(954) 262-8455 or e-mail us at nsunews@nova.edu.

Be active. Be informed. Be NSU

Although Adam Lambert was the fan favorite throughout season 9 of American Idol,
Kris Allen won the competition.

the most votes and who is getting
the least. However, it is not 100
percent accwate. It does not take
Every vote counts. On Nov. into consideration votes through
4, Jason Gershman, Ph.D" assist- text messages and calling through
ant professor of mathematics other methods.
and statistics and coordinator of
After explaining the basmathematics in the Division of ics of the site and the show,
Math, Science and Technology Gershman spoke of the impact
in the Farquhar College of Arts time zones have on voting and
and Sciences, explained that showed graphs to demonstrate
voting for your favorite singer on the peak time of voting for
American Idol may not be as fair each time zone. He also spoke
as you think.
about the influence performance
The Mathematics Collo- order has on voting, stating that,
quium invited Gershman to "Since voting opens at the end
speak regarding the statistics of of the show, those contestants
the voting process. The professor who perform last are fresher in
began the lecture by introducing a the voters' minds and may get
Web site available to all fans that more support."
allows a person to vote multiple
"I liked how he showed
times without having to press the different perspectives on the
polling to show how it's not fair,"
redial on their phones.
Dialldol.com was first said Colleen Comerford, senior
introduced to the professor by psychology major.
Not only did Gershman
a friend who was not sure of its
legitimacy. "A friend asked me present the problems, but he also
to determine whether this site offered solutions. He proposed
was accurate or fraudulent, and opening the voting from the
after collecting and analyzing the beginning of the show and
data, it was easy to see that it was creating a chart of performance .
legit," said Gershman.
order to ensure everyone sings in
The site uses the user's different orders every show.
landline to dial the toll-free
"It can be made fairer than
number of their favorite contest- it is now, but they don't care
ant over and over again in a per- as long as ratings are high,"
iod of two hours when the vot- he noted.
Gershman has been working opens. The number of times
the system dials is unlimited ing on this project for the last
and may be set by the user. four years in his spare time, and
The application does not although previously he was not
guarantee your vote will get an avid Idol fan, he became one
through, though. You may get a during his work to determine the
busy signal and your intended legitimacy of Dialldoi.
"I thought it would be a
vote, while recorded by the
Dialldol system, may not be nice way to get students more
counted by the show, Gershman interested [in] a class they might
explained that this IS not find dry," said Gershman. "I
necessarily a bad thing,
thought a lot of students could
"You want that busy signal relate statistics to something that
at times because that means is not biology but something that
other people are voting for your can be applied in real life, like a
favorite singer as well," he said. reality show."
"If you call and get through every
The Web site also works
time, with no busy signal, that for "Dancing With the Stars" and
may mean that you are the only "So You Think You Can Dance?"
one calling for that person."
. To try it, log on to www,dialidol.
The site also works as a com.
predictor for the show, You may
log on to see who is receiving
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR
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Do you wont te gain hands-on work experience while also having fun?

Tben come and work for The Current.
looking for energetic, innovative, organized and creative people who
nt to gain experience in a deadline-driven newsroom environment.
The Current is now accepting applications, so fill one out today_

Features

Did your club or organization have a low attendance
at your past event? Want
to fill those empty chairs?
Marketing your event is a
difficult task, especially with
all the different mediums
available on campus, from
SharkFINS (a weekly student
e-newsletter), The Current and
Radio X to plastering posters
allover campus. Besides the
conventional tactics, however,
there are social media sites
like Twitter, Facebook, or
MySpace that can help bring
students out to your events.
"With the international
students, I know we found that
the best way to communicate
with them is by word-ofmouth, then phone calls, then
e-mail blasts, and then posters
and other media outlets," said
Ronald Mabunga, graduate
assistant for Internauional Students. "We found that that

never heard about my events.
I'm still trying to figure out
the most effective way."
Sean Pepin, assistant
director of student activities,
has created a solution for
many clubs who are registered
with the Student Government
Association. Pepin has created
a Web site where student
organizations can create a
Web page or a link to their
Facebook or Web site at
www.nova.edulioc.
"This is a great resource
for students, as well as student
clubs, to get engaged on
campus," said Pepin. "Some
groups who are not 'techsavvy' can attend tutorials
with our office and learn how
to build their Web site or can
link their existing Facebook
page or MySpace page to the
main Web site. We want it to
be really interactive."
Pepin also added that a
blue board has been placed
next to the elevator near the
Don Taft University Center Pit
for students to post their flyers
for their events. However.
these flyers must be approved
by Student Activities first.
Sotne~J1'g.mi:l~t()ns. such

Students could also submit
their events to be publish-ed
on NSU's social networking
sites through the Office of
Public Affais by filling out a
request form at www.nova.
edulsociallrequest.html. This
form will also explain the necessary steps for submitting
photos and graphics.
The overall best marketing strategy that was used by
all clubs polled was wordof-mouth. However, if you
are looking for an alternative
method, The Current also
has a current affairs calendar
that highlights various events
happening that week that students can place their events
in free of charge. However,
we do offer a discounted rate
to student clubs and organizations who would like their
advertisments. To place an ad
or simply add your event to
the calendar, send an email to thecurrentad@
nova.edu.

Features
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Wotnen's .Soccer
Falls at Quarter
Final Hurdle

Men's Soccer Claims Historic
Win Over Fierce Rivals
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The NSU men's soccer team
advanced to the Sunshine State
Conference semi -finals after a nail
biting victory of #17 nationally
ranked Lynn University on
Nov. 3.
Looking to avenge the heavy
defeat they suffered at the hands
of Lynn in the regular season, the
Sharks were determined as defeat
would end their season.
The two teams could not
be separated after 110 minutes
of playas the score was locked
at 2-2 at the end of regulation
overtime. In the SSC tournament
if two teams are tied at the end
of overtime then penalty kicks
will decide the outcome. The
Sharks held their nerve to claim
an emphatic win by a score of7-6
on penalty kicks.
Earlier in the game, it was
the Sharks that took the lead after
a lofted ball forward by senior
Romain Onteniente was brought
down by junior Aly Hassan who
dispatched a 30 yard volley over
the head of the stranded Lynn
goalkeeper.
In an evenly matched first
half, Lynn equalized within ten
minutes of the Sharks taking the
lead with a headed goal after
good wing play on the right-side.
The teams headed into the half
time break tied at 1-1.
The Sharks came out strong
in the second half and it wasn't
long before they regained the

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Courtesy of Sports Information

Tim Taylor secured the Sharks' passage to SSC semi-finals with the winning
penalty kick.

lead. The Sharks were awarded
a free-kick 30 yards from goal
with which Onteniente delicately
chipped the ball into the area
for junior Juan Rivera to chip
the goalkeeper for his first
career goal.
After the Sharks took the
lead, the game opened up and
both sides started to create goal
scoring opportunities. The Sharks
could have buried the game after
having a couple of clear cut
scoring chances.
With the clock running
down and the Sharks on course
for a historic win, Lynn fired in
a deflected that swerved into the
top comer of the Sharks goal
with only 6 minutes remaining on

the clock.
The score would remain
that way for the remainder of
the encounter until the Sharks
came out on top via the penalty
shootout. Junior Tim Taylor was
left with task of winning the
game for the Sharks and he kept
his nerve to send the goalkeeper
the wrong way and blasted the
Sharks into the semi-finals.
Tampa awaits NSU in the
next round and the match will
take place at the University of
Tampa. Barry University goes
up against Rollins College in the
other semi final.
The Sharks move to an
overall season record of 8-9-2.

The NSU women's soccer
team where agonizingly edged
out 1-0 by fierce rivals the St.
Leo Lions in the Sunshine State
Conference Quarter Final on
Nov. 3.
With their season on the
line, the Sharks traveled to St Leo
in search of the elusive knockout
victory. Entering the post season
tournament as the fifth seed, the
Sharks faced a long road trip to
face the fourth seeded Lions.
The match began in the
worst possible fashion for the
Sharks as they found themselves
a goal behind with just over a
minute on the clock. The Lions
took the game to the Sharks with
a high intensity offense and they
broke the deadlock with a 16 yard
strike which nestled in the bottom
left comer.
After the goal the Sharks
had to weather a Lions onslaught
in which they created numerous
chances and had a total of eight
shots in the half. As the half
progressed the Sharks began to
get a foothold in the game. NSU
would hold in to go into the break,
down 1-0.
The second half was a much
more evenly contested encounter
as the game flowed from end to
end. Both teams had numerous
half chances but neither failed
to create any clear cut goal

courtesy of Sports Information

Fiorella Booth in action for the Sharks.

scoring opportunities.
The best chance of the
second half fell to the Lions with
just 50 second remaining on the
clock, fortunately for the Sharks
the shot rebounded off the post
and out of play.
The game played out to
a 1-0 victory for the St Leo
Lions who now progress to play
Rollins College at the SSC semifinal stage.
The Sharks finish their
season with an overall record of
6-8-1 and an in conference record
of3-3-1.

Congratulations Intramural Flag Football Winners
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The intramural flag football
season recently came to an
exciting finish. The intramural
flag football season is divided
up into three different disciplines
men' competitive, men's recrea-

tional and co-recreational. The
winner of the men's competitive
bracket was team Oh Bunions.
The men's recreational winner
was team Majic 102.7 and the
co-recreational champions were
team Bad News Brodies. Congratulations to all the winning
teams and their team members.

Majic 102.7 Men's Recreational Champs.

Oh Bunions Men's Competitive Champions.

Bad News Brodies Co-Recreational Champs.
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YES! NSU HAS ITS OWN RADIO STATION!!!
DIl) YOU KNOW THAT IT BROADCASTS LIVE FROM 7PM - l AM EVERY
NIGHT?!
TUNE IN TONIGHT ON 88.5 FM OR LISTEN ONLINE AT
WWW.LIVE365/STATIONS/WNSU!!

l\.lSU STUDENTS:
Receive 25% off on Wednesdaysl
All other days 10% off.
~("ee
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4120 SW 64th Avenue
Davie, FL 333 14
Monday-Thursday: 11 a .m.-lO p .rn.
Friday-Saturday: 11 a .m.-11
•

~. m.

Sundays: 12 p .m .-B p.m.

RADIO X ALSO DJs EVENTS AND PARTIES ON CAMPUS AND OFF CAMPUS!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, STUDENT DJs, TICKETS,
GIVEAWAYS AND GREAT MUSIC CALL OR EMAIL!!!
RADIO X ALSO OFFERS ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FORM OF
UNDERWRITING TO LOCAL BUSINESSES!!!
C H ECK OUT OUR W E BS ITE A T
WWW . NOVA.EDU/RADIOX!! !
REQUEST LINE: 954-262-8460
BUSINESS LINE: 954-262- 8457
WWW.NOVA.EDU/RADIOX
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-"A Refreshing Spirit" -Around Men's
Basketball Heading into New Season
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

After falling at the penultimate huddle last timeout; the
NSU men's basketball team will
be looking to improve upon last
season's performance when they
take the court for the season
opener on Nov. 16. The Sharks
came up ·short in . last year's
Sunshine State Conference semifinal after finishing the regular
season in third place. Head Coach
Gary Tuell will be hoping that his
current crop of players will be
able to go one step further this

time out.
With no seniors on the team
this year, it is a relatively young
Sharks team which consists of six
returners and eight newcomers
including six freshmen. After graduating three regular starters, the
Sharks will have a new look team
come tip off time against the
University of Miami on Nov. 16.
In order to improve, Tuell
believes the Sharks need "to be a
much better passing and shooting
team than we were a year ago."
"We have to do a better job
at sharing the basketball, playing
a little unselfishly and most of all

we need to have guys who have
a passion for the game and who
want to play the game, they have
got to play hard and love playing
hard," added Tuell.
In terms of expectations
"mine are always the same, I want
to win the league, I want to win
the conference championship,
I want to win regional's and I
want to win the national championship and that's how I feel
every year, otherwise why play?"
stated Tuell.
"If this group of guys stay
together, play together and do
the things that they are capable

of doing then we will have a
reasonable chance at doing some
of those things," said Tuell.
Tuell believes this season
could be a big learning curve for
the team as "we have eight or
nine new guys so this is going to
be an entirely different team than
what we have had in the past two
or three years."
"All the guys that are back
from last year are excited about
the new guys, I think they are
excited about the unselfishness
and the way that they play and
there is a refreshing spirit on our
team right now that we didn't

have a year ago," added Tuell.
In terms oftough opponents
Tuell stated "everybody we play
are good, let's start with Miami
on opening night it doesn't get
much harder for us than that, we
are going to be challenged every
night especially when you have a
young team like we do."
"We always want to be
chaUenged, we want our guys to
have to play their best in order to
win every night, we want to use
our games to play better and if
you play bad teams you don't get
better," added Tuell.

Women's Basketball Ready to
'S ucceed Ahead of New Season
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The NSU women's basketball team will be looking to build
upon the successes of the past
two years as they look ahead to
this season scheduled to tip off on
Nov. 16.
With many of the Sharks in
the upper classman phase of their
careers it is an experienced Sharks
team that will take the court
for the season opener. Eleven
returnees are complemented by
the addition of three newcomers
of which two are freshman.
The Sharks tilt at sunshine

state conference glory faltered at
the semi final stage as they were
defeated by Rollins College.
After finishing fourth in the SSC
standings the Sharks dispatched
of Florida Southern in the quarter
finals before running out of steam
against Rollins.
Head Coach Marilyn Rule
will be relying on her four seniors
to lead the way this year as they
have all contributed valuable
minutes throughout their careers.
A key factor for success this
year is "getting more consistent
scoring from a variety of people,
we can't rely on one or two people

to get it done, we need balanced
scoring which we are more than
capable of," stated Rule.
"I think our team a little bit
more offensive minded and these
are things we are working on
currently," added Rule.
"Our expectations for the
season are high, we have eleven
returning players from last
year and we had many of them
commit throughout the summer,
staying here to work out and
working really hard to improve
their games," said Rule
Rule believes "many of the
girls have been in the weight room

and have gotten a lot stronger and
you can see that transfers in their
confidence level, we have very
high expectations especially after
being selected third in the SSC
pre-season poll."
With only three newcomers
to the program "it is important
to get the new girls involved
and its harder for them because
everybody already knows each
other, but they are coming along
very nicely, I am impressed
with where they are at in
terms of knowing our system,"
added Rule.
Rule believes the Sharks

toughest opponents will be "as
always Rollins and Tampa are
going to be tough and they will be
again this year as they both return
a lot of kids from last year."
"We have seven players on
this years team who experienced
winning the conference championship two years ago, so they
have had that tastes of success
and are really committed to doing
it again this year," stressed Rule.
The NSU women's basketball team begins their regular
season on Nov, 16 when they take
on Benedict tip off scheduled
for 5:30pm.
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"This Is It!"
SERENA MANN
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF

"This Is It!" is the
ideal title for one of
the most spectacular
lMAX experiences of
one of the world's
most influential artists,
Michael Jackson. The
movie stars Jackson,
his concert production staff and dancers and chronicles
the rehearsals for his
ill-fated final concert series.
The film begins with
small excerpts from Jackson's dancers discussing
what it meant for them
to be selected for his
tour. The beginning
is slow and made
me question if this
movie was going to
be a half-edited version of
Jackson propaganda, as dancers
cried and showed their excitement to land the job of a lifetime.
However, once Jackson took the
stage and rehearsals took place,
his genius burst off the screen.
The first few dance sequences show Jack-son's age as he
looked frail and stiff, but after a
heart-stopping performance of
"Human Nature," the audience
sees a glimpse of the old Jackson,
the performer they love and came
to see.
The rehearsals seemed impeccable and I found myself
thinking about Justin Timberlake
and Usher Raymond, who often
use dance moves inspired by
Jackson but then, I thought to
myself, "Their moves do not even
come close to the original."
This is a definite must-see if
you are a fan of Jackson and an
experience that must be viewed
in the theatre. I absolutely loved

The Makings
of a King
JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

remIniSCing and being
reminded of
tracks
like
"Jam," "Black
or White," the infamous
'Thriller" and "Man in the
Mirror." After the film, I could
only ima-gine what the real show
would have been like. Jackson
definitely lives up to his name as
the "King of Pop."

Get Into Sudoku

www.nsucurrent.com

Before "King [Lebron] James"
took his throne upon the kingdom
of the NBA, he was known simply
as Lebron, a boy with an immense
amount of talent who, along with
his four best friends, took part
in a fairy-tale story that shaped
their lives. "More Than a Game"
is the documentary directed by
Kristopher Belman that tells the
story of the St. Vincent-St. Mary
High School basketball team
and the individuals who were
involved with it.
Dru Joyce III, Romeo Travis,
Willie McGee, Sian Cotton and
James, known together as 'The
Fab Five" (as they so fondly refer
to themselves), are five friends
from Akron, Ohio, who all had
different upbringings but were
united by basketball in such a
way that they became a family.
It was Coach Dru Joyce II who
first rounded the boys up to create
the middle school travel team
that he had been asked to coach.
Eventually, the team finds much
success at this level and sticks
together into high school, where
their success continues to mount
up, although difficulty would find
them as well.
Clearly, the biggest star in
this film is James, and it is still
a film about a team, a team that
certainly would not have attained

the success it did had it not been
for each member's contribution.
As Belman focuses on each
player's personal story and journey, each individual story becomes an intricate part of the
puzzle, creating a larger picture:
stories like the one of father and
son, who were also player and
coach, or stories of the poverty
that some of the players rose out
of and stories of important people
in the players' lives who helped
them to succeed.
Eventually, the nation noticed this little team from Akron
that was winning all these games,
but they particularly noticed the
player Sports Illustrated deemed
"The Chosen One," James. As a
junior in high school, James had
already reached super stardom
as thousands were coming out
to watch him play. Even greats
like Kobe Bryant, Shaquille
O'Neal and even Michael Jordan
took notice. This became both
a blessing and a burden for
the team.
This was just one of many
obstacles the team faced on the
road to their goal of winning a
national championship. Having a
head coach leave them to coach
at the collegiate level, losing a
player to a football commitment
in an important game and the
media attacks on James and his .
financial controversies - which
led to him being suspended a

few games toward the end of
his senior year - all proved
to be obstacles on their way to
greatrIess. Even success got to
their heads, as they lost a few big
games, on a very large stage, due
to lack of concentration.
The film is an emotional
journey of a "Cinderella" team
and their tough passage on the
way to the "big game." Maybe
this is just basketball and it is
just a game, but it is hard to deny
that this story tells a tale of sport
becoming more than a game. It
is sport transcending athletics
or entertainment and reaching
matters of the heart, of friendship
and of destiny. For five boys
born into harsh conditions, this
sport gifted them with something
more than a championship or a
trophy; it gifted them friendship
and love.
There are no spoilers in this
review. In fact, some followers
of basketball may already know
the ending to this story. However,
there is more to this story than
meets the eye, and it is this fact
that makes it so astounding. The
thing about sports is that they
allow us to glimpse some of
the best moments in humanity,
not just for the amazing athletic
accomplishments, but also for the
accomplishments that the heart
and the human spirit drive us to.

Site of the Week:
Burning Calories Online
ANNARELY RODRIQUEZ
NEWS EDITOR
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from one to nine inclusively.

If you have ever gone to a
"'::!'"' __
... =:
restaurant and realized that you
'!'. ~. ..
.' ~
will probably have to run five
Search 70 ,000 foods and 500 restaurant menus above,
hours to work off the calories
or browse the food and restaurant directory below
you just ate, there is a Web site
that tells you how many calories
Online Calorie Counter
Makes counting calories easy. Search
are in the food before you even
from over 60,000 foods.
How Fat is Your State?
order.' This··miraculous Web site
Calorielab's rankini , new for 200B.
How To Lose Belly Fat
is calorielab.com.
Obey 2 Simple Rules And Lose 8 Lbs Of
Fat Per Week Guaranteed!
s.
You may enter the name of
Z"
the restaurant, or the food, and
CALORIES BURNED
the site will tell you the amount
of calories the food has. It also biking, inactivity, home repairs section on diets. Calorielab.com
breaks it down into proteins, and others - to help you calculate does it differently, though. Instead
carbohydrates, and fats.
your burnt calories.
of having a list of diets you should
If you are planning to stay
There is also news regarding try, the site reviews popular diets.
at home and cook, you may also fitrIess and food. Last week, for Every year the site also ranks the
look up generic foods and see example, there was a story about country's states according to their
how many calories there are in sugary cereals and their impact "fatness." Florida ranked 34 in
whatever you are planning to on kids, another story about why 2008, dropping from number 38
cook. There are also categories Americans do not eat vegetables in 2007.
such as Italian, Asian, casual and an article about how to get
So, whether you are on a
dining, dairy and eggs, fruits more vitamin D. However, if your diet, just watching what you eat
and others.
fitrIess questions are not answered or doing some research on a
The Web site does not stop by these articles, you may submit healthier lifestyle, Calorielab.com
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look up how many calories you ' , answer section.
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Throwback of the Week:
The Modern Lovers
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

A couple of weeks ago, my
throwback of the week was on
the music of David Bowie and
how important his music and
others' - such as The Velvet
Underground and T. Rex - was
to shaping the American music
underground of the late 1~60s
and early 1970s. By the rnid1970s, bands influenced by these
musicians were popping up all
over the U.S., and they had begun
to create their own style: protopunk and garage rock. Bands
like The Stooges, Richard Hell
and the Voidoids and The Sonics
were redefining the American
underground.
Proto-punk and garage rock
became the underground's answer
to rock and roll and was often
more energetic and less polished
than its predecessor. These bands
were not afraid to talk taboos
and social stigmas, nor did they
relinquish their right to jam as
hard, or as s'oft, as they wanted.
While you may have heard of
some of the bands mentioned
before, one often over-looked
but obviously influential garage
rock band, The Modem Lovers,
formed and began recording
around this time. Only they may
not be as hardcore as you think,
which is why they are so important
and accessible.

The Modem Lovers formed
around 1971 , when front man and
musical genius in his own right,
Jonathan Richman, returned to
Boston after moving to New
York City for a short time,
where he failed to break into
the underground dominancy The
Velvet Underground had going
on there. Shortly after forming
the band in 1972, Richman
and bandmates recorded a set
of demos, mostly written by
Richman for John Cale, a member
of The Velvet Underground who
later became a producer, which
was eventually released in 1976,
without Richman's permission
and after the band had already
split up.
Although I am an avid
Richman fan and feel bad that The
Modem Lovers' self-titled debut
and only album together was
released without his permission,
the album is too amazing to
forget or ignore. Essentially, "The
Modem Lovers" has The Velvet
Underground coursing through its
veins, but the differences are still
fairly vast. Instead of picking up
on The Velvet's highly stylized,
avant-garde attitude, The Modem
Lovers stripped down rock and
roll and aimed their music toward
the average person. The result is a
more lighthearted and naIve form
of art rock that is fun to listen to
and easy to get into.
Richman's lyrics are playful

and interesting, and he often
contradicts himself or pokes
fun at himself. The first song,
"Roadrunner," with Richman's
nasally and melodic and heavy,
sort of droning rhythm guitar is enough to drawn you in. Then, at
the break, when Richman yells,
"I'm in love with the radio on!!
It helps me from being alone at
night!" it almost feels as if this
band has put a spell on you.
The best songs, however,
are the ones you will remember
for days, weeks, maybe even
years on end, like "Old World,"
"Pablo Picasso," "Someone I
Care About," "Modem World"
and "I'm Straight." "Old World"
is Richman's promise to the
generation before him to keep
their values and virtues intact,
while "Modem World" shows
this same enthusiasm for what
life was like in the U.S. during
the 1970s. This jokey back and
forth between two different
positions, paired with unusually
light 'percussion, heavy hooks
and Richman's signature voice,
showcase the unexpected talent The Modem Lovers were
known for.
"Pablo Picasso" is a goodhumored track about Picasso's
real-life promiscuity and womanizing, where Richman's comedic
sensibility comes into play with
lyrics like "Some people try to
pick up girls and get called an

Channel 96

Courtesy of www.amazon.com

Cover of The Modern Lovers self-titled debut.

asshole/ This never happened
to Pablo Picasso/ Pablo Picasso
never got called an asshole."
Where "Pablo Picasso" is funny,
"Someone I Care About" is
sweet-natured and confessional.
"Someone I Care About" features
some of the most charming lyrics
on the whole album: "What I
want is a girl that I care about! Or
I want nothing at all."
"I'm Straight," however, is
probably my favorite track on the
entire album. Here, Richman's
nice-guy flare and his tendency
towards being the square over
being the badass come into
play. Put that over a slow, sort

of monotonous rhythm and an
intense chorus, "I'm Straight"
becomes the most interesting
track to listen to.
Although Richman went on
to have an extremely successful
solo career, The Modem Lovers
are just now experiencing a sort
of revival, a revival that any
kind of music fan should not
be afraid to take part in. The
Modem Lovers' influence would
be impossible to research, but
it's clear through artists such as
Jeffrey Lewis, Art Brut and many
others, that the Lovers had more
of a reach than anyone could have
ever expected.

MOVie Show Times: NOV. 10-ftOV. 16, 2009

For more information: www.noVa.eDU/SharksuniteDtv,
(954) 262-2602, email Sharktv@nova.eDu
PaYtt.
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"Strokes-less" Casablancas Standing Strong
JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

If you know who Julian
Casablancas is, then you are familiar with The Strokes, as h~ is
the lead-singer and songwriter of
said band. You are also probably
on the fence about his solo project
because ~'The Strokes" were so
great, and to see one without
the rest is heartbreaking, to say
the least. Still, "Phrazes for the
Young" is an impressive album
worth taking a listen to.
Casablancas is not the first
band member to go off on his
own; many of The Strokes'
fans are also Little Joy fans, the
successful side project of The
Strokes' rhythm-guitarist Albert
Hammond Jr.
In interviews, Casablancas
has admitted that he derived
the title for his album from the
Oscar Wilde essay "Phrases
and Philosophies for the use of
the Young." Casablancas has
entertained the notion that a lot of
peopleare arrogant, superficial and
shortsighted. No surprise there. If
you know The Strokes' music,
then you know that Casablancas
has had these sentiments for a
while. He conveys this feeling
on the opening track, "Out of
the Blue," when he sings, "Yes, I
know I'm going to hell in a purple

r

'.

basket! at least I'll be in another
world while you're pissing on my
casket." It is gloomy, sure, but
witty, edgy and honest.
Although Casablancas takes
the role of angry-at-the-world,
bitter poet, standing on a stump
with a megaphone pointing out
your shiny shoes and your
fancy watches, he does it over
incredibly catchy melodies and
beats, with hooks that keep you
coming back for more. It may
even inspire the burning of an
expensive trinket or two in the
name of anti-materialism and
anti-glam.
The leader of the band that
pretty mu"ch saved the New York
rock scene knows music, and he
knows how to manipulate a track
to give your tympanic membrane
all the pleasure it can handle, as
well as cause your nerves to jolt
at the sound of the persistent
drums and the driving bass. Over
those two instruments, he lays
the accompanying electric guitar
and the keyboard, playing these
fun and almost animated little
progressions.
This album sounds a lot like
"This' Is It," The Strokes' debut
album, b}lt an updated version.
Casablancas does what he does
best, which are great lyrics and
melodies, and combines them
with the sound and style of his

Courtesy of www.livingincinema.com

Julian Casablancas's "Phrazes for the YOWlg" is a "stroke" of genius.

youth. Then, he mashes that with
the maturity and experience of
years in music. The result is an
infectious sound from the first
listen, something rare, even for
your favorite artist. Admit it:
It usually takes a few listens to
warm up to most albums, even
great albums. This one is great
right off the bat, and that is
something truly special.
Put it on at a party and you

and your friends will love it, or
listen.to it by yourself and try to
dissect the messages Casablancas
is relaying in his lyrics; both are
equally entertaining. It is this
unique balance that has always
attracted people to Casablancas
and his music. This album proves
he is no longer the kid who just
wants to get drunk and stick up
a middle-finger to society. Well,
maybe the latter, not so much

the former .. ..
There is not a dull moment
in the album. Every track is
energetic, as the often quiet and
timid Casablancas allows his
music to embody his emotions.
There is a moment that is hard
to capture in songwriting; it is
the part of a song that forces
the listener to go back and keep
listening. It is the hook, which
literally hooks you, moves you
and electrifies you. It is like
Casablancas just keeps this
stuff in a bottle and pours it into
every song. The perfect chords
and the perfect progression demand attention and an emotional response.
The album is only eight
tracks with three more tracks
available for download on iTunes.
Usually, this would be a reason
to complain, but each track is so
good that it does not even matter.
If you are a fan of The
Strokes, you will definitely like
this album, as Casablancas does
not stray too far from his signature style. If you do not know
The Strokes, give this album a
listen; you may like it and you
may then want to listen to The
Strokes. "Phrazes for the Young"
is out now, and The Strokes
are currently working on their
fourth album.
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"War on Terror"
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

Since Veteran's Day is right
around the comer, it is important
for all Americans, even the ones
who believe they are completely
unaffected by the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan, to re-examine
the U.S.'s role in the Middle East
and how it affects our nation as
a whole.
Most of us are old enough
to at least vaguely remember
what happened on Sep. · 11,
2001, and the scrambling by the
Bush administration to come
up with a proper response to
the perpetrators of that tragedy.
Immediately, conspiracy theories
ensued, and recently, a number
of reports - most notably from
CBS - have come out stating
that then Secretary of Defense,
Donald Rumsfeld, told his aides
just hours after the attacks to
"find" evidence of Iraqi involvement. While some of these things
may be true or false, the fact is
that our troops are there, and have
been there for six years, fighting
a war no one may be able to win.
For the most part, I have
noticed that a growing number
of my fellow students and the
general public do not even have

the slightest clue as to what
exactly the U.S. military is doing
in the Middle East. This is a
huge problem. WhY,were we not
given sufficient reasons for the
invasions, for starting what is
essentially a civil war between
the three dominant groups of
Muslim people in the region and
for our continued presence in
both Afghanistan and Iraq?
Like so many other
Americans, I do not claim to
have all of the answers to these
questions, nor am I able to
pinpoint exactly the reasons why
this war even began, but every
day or a couple of times per week,

I try to educate myself in some
way, little by little, so that I am at
least able to form an opinion and
grasp, at least partially, what it is
our troops are still doing there.
So, if your history teacher
has not done so already, I am
urging you, all of you, to take a
minute on Veteran's Day to not
only honor and pay tribute to
fallen soldiers and to the ones
still living, but also to rethink
everything you know about Iraq
and Afghanistan and take a few
minutes to learn more.

On the Scene
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

What do you think makes a good
horror movie these days?

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

War is always a source of
controversy but remembering
those who participated and risked
their lives is something everyone
can agree to do. Veteran's Day
is Nov. 11, and we will stop to
remember those who fought for
our freedoms and our country.
We will respect their values and
their sacrifices. Whether you
agree with war or not, you can
honor a veteran's values and remember his or her stories. Thank
you, veteran's.
Over the past few weeks,
communication on campus and
its effectiveness has been a
source of controversy. I will be
the first to say that it is hard to
keep up with all the different
media outlets we have on campus, from SharkFINS, to The
Current, to Radio X, to e-mail
blasts, posters and so on NSU is not short on methods to
communicate to students. However, I asked students what communication methods they paid

attention to keep up with goingson around campus.
Shockingly, I heard from
many sources that word-of-mouth
was the most commonly used
marketing and communication
tactic. However, I also let students know that The Current is
always ready to help students
voicetheiropinionsandcomments
to a much larger audience than
just their circle of friends.
Remember to submit your
comments or letters to nsunews@
nova.edu. We want to hear what
you think.

Letter to the
[Opinions] Editor
Dear Ms. Rubino,
I just read your article on
vaccines, and would like to point out
some factual errors.
First, fiu . is treated with
antivirals, not antibiotics. Antibiotics
work on bacteria. Flu is a virus.
Second, your statement
"Healthy people can fight of swine fiu
with their immune system alone" is
not accurate. In fact, there has been
significant media coverage of how the
HINI fiu is affecting a population that
is typically not severely affected by
seasonal flu, and that our bodies have
no immune history with this virus.
It is completely new to our immune
systems, and is therefore more difficult
to fight off. This is part of what has

been so surprising about the HINI fiu.
Lastly, my suggestion is that
an article of this importance is not
appropriate for an Opinions page, but
should be carefully researched from
reputable sources, and appropriate
terminology should be used. I would
also like to have seen some discussion
as to the arguments for and against
vaccination, as hinted at by the title of
your piece.
In my personal research to
make the decision whether or not to
vaccinate, two ofthe sites I used were:
www.cdc .gov/hlnlflu/vaccination/
vaccine_safetLqa.htm and http://
vaers.hhs.gov/index.
Sincerely,
Heidi Colston

Response from the Opinions Editor
"I don't really like horror movies. I think the entire point, to be afraid,
goes against human nature."
Ahmad Kahalid, sophomore biology major

"Suspense, good, scary music and it [has to keep] you on your toes."
Viviana Calero, freshman psychology major

"Torturing, like in that movie [Hostel]."
Jason Consuegra, senior biology major

Issue 12 Retractions
• In the story "Student Wins Scholarship Meets President Obama and Latino Leaders," we reported that Sergio Parra received a
scllolarship that would pay for his doctorate degree, when in fact, the scholarship was for $5,000, and while it will help pay for his
studies, it will not pay for their entirety. In the same article, we said that only three scholarships were awarded by the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus Institute. In fact, over 200 scholarships were given but only three recipients were invited to the ceremony in
Washington, D.C. Furthermore, Parra did not teach at Boston College; he taught at another college in that city, and he did not meet
every Hispanic senator and congressman at the event. Finally, while he saw President Obama and latino stars Marc Anthony and
Jennifer Lopez, he never had any personal encounters with them. We regret these errors.

Dear Ms. Colston,
Thank you for e-mailing me
with your concerns about the article.
First, yes, I know the difference
between antibiotics and antivirals. I
noticed the mistake after the paper
was already sent to print.
Second, in my personal research, I have found that it is possible
to fight swine fiu without the use of
antivirals or other medications, leaving
it up to your immune system to fight it
off. In my article, I stated that there are
groups of people who cannot, so I was
not implying that everyone can fight it
offwithoutthedrugs. Itmaybedifficult
to fight off, but it can be done without
medications, and the bodies of healthy
college students, especially, should be
able to fight it off, which would leave
more room for people who cannot to
retrieve the drugs they need.
This article and others say that
doctors recommend getting vaccinated,
but if you do not want to, there are other
things you can do and there are other
ways to fight the fiu or prevent yourself
from getting it without the vaccination or drugs: www.cnn.coml2009
HEALTHII 01l2 / immune.system .
HINlIindex.html
Third, The Current already put
out an Issue 8 in October talking about

tors in HPD about the flu and the
vaccination and also put resources for
students to get more information on
both: http://media.www.nsucurrent.com/
medial storage/p a p er7 7 9 Inew sl
20091 I 0 106 / N ews /N s u-Makes .
Preparations.To.Combat.Flu.Season3793051.shtml
Lastly, the article was written
more as a response to the fact that
things like swine fiu seem to cause
mass hysteria in healthy people my
age, who should be the least worried
about it. It was also in response to this
article: http://hosted.ap.org/dynamiC/
stories/U/US _ MED _ SWINE]LU_
VACCINE CHEATERS?SITE=M
AFIT &SECTION=HOME&TEMP
LATE=DEFAULT, which was about
healthy people showing up in public
vaccination lines to receive it. And it
was in response to other articles from
different media outlets about a lot of
clinics running out ofthe vaccine.
Mostly, I wanted to make it
clear that healthy college students do
not need to run over to the clinic right
now to get their vaccinations, because
there are other people who need it first
and who are more of a priority.
I hope this clears a few things up.
Again, thank you for your concern.
Stefani Rubino

..
.
.
.
. . .
the vaccination and its availability at
Managing/Opinions Editor
• In the article titled "To Vaccmate or Not To Vaccmate? That Is The QuestIOn,' the author of the article said that the swme flu can be
.'" ' , , "
" " . '.':'"
. " " .' . .,.
treated with antibiotics, when iii fact, swine flu is a virus that must be treatea with ilriti"irals: We regret this error.
. - _ . - - NSU,. where the wnter. talked to· doc.
The Current
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NORMAN ROCKWELL AND THE GOLDEN AGE OF JAZZ INFORMANCE
WITH ERIC ALLISON, MUSIC DIRECTOR, GOLD COAST JAZZ SOCIETY
Thursday, December 10, 2009, 6 pm
Eric Allison adds background, historical context and insight
to this evening jazz performance.
Members $15, Non members $25
For more information or to RSVP call (954) 262-0320 or education7@moafl.org.
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM
Rockwell Characters Come to Life!
Thursday, December 17, 2009, 6-9 p.m.
Inside Out Theater adds dimension to the exhibition with characters in the
galleries. Visitors are invited to attend in Rockwell character costume as well.
Characters emerge after 6 p.m.
Free with admission to Norman Rockwell
For more information call (954) 262-0320
or education7@moaf/.org.
RHAPSODIC LIFE AND HEROIC DEATH INFORMANCE
WITH NSU FACULTY BILL ADAMS AND JENNY DONELSON
Thursday, Jan~ary 14, 2010, 6 pm
With piano and voice the faculty members of the NSU Farquhar
School of Arts and Sciences explore the American experience
through the music of Gershwin, Barber, and Ives.
Members $15, Non members $25
RSVP t o (954) 262-0320 or education7@moafl.org.
IDEALIZING AMERICA: NORMAN ROCKWELL AND IRVING BERLIN
WITH MICHAEL LASSER. LECTURER. AUTHOR, AND RADIO SHOW HOST
Thursday, January 28. 2010, 6 pm
Join us for Michael Lasser's illuminating talk on two artists who gave
voice to the dreams and desires of the American people.
Museum Members $15, Non members $25
RSVP t o (954) 262-0320 or education7@moafl.org.
NORMAN ROCKWELL: CHILDREN, RACE RELATIONS AND
THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT PANEL DISCUSSION
TUesday, February 2, 2010. 6 p.rn..
Distinguished NSU fa culty members and Museum of Art staff
discuss how Rockwell chronicled race relations, the Civil Rights
Movement, and Middle East conflicts in his paintings and illustrations.
Members $15, Non members $25
RSVP t o (954) 262-0320 or education7@moafl.org.
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